Positive Behavior Support Introduction Agenda
Monday, August 13th, 2007

Cindy- PowerPoint overview of Positive Behavior Support program.

Dorothy and Adrienne- Introduce D.I.V.E.. Emphasize that teachers can create their own rules. Rules need to follow these guidelines:
   1. Must be positively stated.
   2. Must be aligned with the mission (D.I.V.E.)
   3. Must apply to all people in all settings.
Present examples of primary rules.

Nancy and Sheree- Present examples of intermediate rules.

Gary and Carolyn- Explain 10 minute daily lesson plans- (Dive into Learning) Give handout of sample lesson plans.

Handout major and minor behaviors and answer brief questions between the two.

Jill- Handout flow chart and explain.

Adrienne and Sheree- Handout tracking form and give examples on Elmo.

Handout parent letter and explain.

Jill- Handout and explain office referral form.

Dorothy and Pam- Explain Dolphin Dollars. How many? Who?

Explain The Dolphin Depot

QUESTIONS-